


Toxic 
Resilience

Stephen Black

Toxicity that corrupts the way we 
bounce back from pressure & tension



Rule of Life
•Developer of resilience
•Maintainer of resilience
•Restorer of resilience 

•Prayer | Reading | Behaviour
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1. Unwillingness to listen 
to feedback

2. Excessive self promotion & interest
3. Lying & inconsistency
4. Lack of moral philosophy
5. Rewarding incompetence 
6. Lack of general support & mentoring
7. Cliquishness
8. Bullying and Harassment





“The most important step in detecting and treating 
toxic [behaviour] is to recognise the symptoms.”



Strategy
CLASSIFYING TOXICITY

• Misperception Toxic Goggles
• Gatekeeping  Toxic Exclusion
• Individualism  Toxic Isolation
• Judgementalism Toxic Dōm
• Boundary-breaking  Toxic Fruits
• Bullying  Toxic Forces



Options
“There are only three options: take it, leave it, 
change it.”

(Marsha Petrie Sue, The Reactor Factor, 2009)

“Transforming toxic leaders is not a feasible 
option for individual subordinates alone-it is an 
organizational and systemic responsibility.”

(Marco Tavanti, Managing Toxic Leaders: 
Dysfunctional Patterns, 2011))



Toxic Goggles
Misperception

Symptoms



Treatment
Jesus said: “Blessed are the pure in heart, for they will 
see God.” (Mat 5:8)

• Choose to see God

• Communicate well

• Ask questions to find out more

• Seek out the source of toxicity: pain and desire



Toxic Exclusion
Gatekeeping

Symptoms





Treatment
Jesus said: “I am the way, and the truth, and the 
life. No one comes to the Father except through 
me.” (John 14.6)

• Communicate with the Gatekeeper

• Assess the exclusion

• Challenge and act



Individualism

Symptoms

Toxic Isolation



Treatment
“For as in one body we have many members, and 
not all the members have the same function, so we, 
who are many, are one body in Christ, and 
individually we are members one of another.”

Rom 12:4-5

• Assess your ministry and see where the work falls

• How are your teams functioning?

• What’s your relationship with neighbouring
parishes and community groups?

• How do you see your ministry unit in the context 
of your hui amorangi or Diocese?





Toxic Dōm
Judgementalism

Symptoms



Treatment

Jesus said: “Blessed are those 
who are merciful, for they will 
receive mercy.” (Mat 5.7)

•Relationship

•Action



Toxic Fruits
Boundary-breaking



Boundaries

•Boundaries define who we are 
and who we are not.

•A limit or edge that defines us as 
separate from other people. It is 
a limit that promotes integrity.

•Limits that allow for a safe 
interpersonal connection.



Symptoms of Boundary Erosion

•Time spent with individual 

•Experience of bad/confusing touch

•Unlimited accessibility

•Inappropriate disclosure

•Receiving gifts

•Sexual attraction





Treatment
Jesus said: “You will know them by 
their fruits. Are grapes gathered from 
thorns, or figs from thistles?” Mt 7:16

•Regular supervision 

•Boundaries Course

•Sabbatical



Toxic Forces
Bullying & Harassment









Toxic Forces
Bullying & Harassment
Bullying: repetitive offensive or aggressive 
behaviour that has negative impact on a 
victim.
Harassment: for example, sexual -
unwelcome and inappropriate sexual 
remarks or physical advances in the 
workplace, or other professional, or indeed 
social situation.



Treatment
Jesus said: “I command you to love 
each other.” (Jn 15:17)

•Supervision 
•Boundaries Course
•Sabbatical
•Complaints Process (Title D)
• Individual and Community Assessment 



Treatment 
THINGS TO REMEMBER
 While there may be three options, as a leader your choice must 

always be “change it”. 

 It is unrealistic to attempt this on your own, so think about who 

your key support people are (in your community and hierarchy).

 Not all toxicity is deadly (self-awareness and communication are 

critical).

 Focus on the behaviour not the person.

 Always look at the wider culture: often we blame toxicity on 

individuals without reference to the culture and context they are 

embedded in.



#notinourchurch


